This paper is the first of a proposed set of three in which applications of the methods of 'steepest descents' are made to the problems of crystal structure analysis. The proposed programme is in three parts:
I ntroduction
Since their introduction into the field of practical structure analysis by Bragg (1929) , multi-dimensional Fourier syntheses have held first place as a means of deriving accurate atomic parameters from X-ray data. From the early and simple structures first examined, the method has been developed into a powerful analytical tool which has proved capable of obtaining results (as in penicillin) where the methods of organic chemistry have been unsuccessful.
With the increasing complexity of the molecules examined, however, it has become more and more evident th a t despite technical improvements in the computing techniques (e.g. Booth 1945, 19460,6) , the time is rapidly approaching when the method will prove inadequate.
The main reason for this decline is th a t an increase in the number of parameters (i.e. atoms) in a structure produces a disproportionately greater increase in the labour of finding a trial structure to commence the process of Fourier refinement.
Statement of th e problem
It is worth while setting out the precise requirements of a structure determination in mathematical form.
A set of observations on the X-ray diffraction pattern of a given crystal results in the experimental determination of quantities F0 (h,k,l) ( , integers) . [ 336 ] These constitute the moduli of a set of coefficients Fc (h,k,l) where f r = atomic scattering factor of rth atom, and yr, zr) = co-ordinates of rth atom in unit cell.
The problem of structure analysis is, given th determine the (xr, yr, zr) . M athe matically equivalent, although subject to modification later, is the statem entdetermine ( xr , yr, zr) such th at
Rn = S 0(g(F0) -
hki the G and g functions being arbitrary except th a t > 0. For example,
£ = S | | F 0 | -| F C|| ^< = S ( |F 0| -| F C|)2 = S ( F * -F C 2)2
may be minimized. The term minimum is used in preference to zero since, because of the experimental errors in the jF0 |, this is never attained. The above statem ent requires modification because a set of ( , yr, zr) may satisfy the requirement of minimizing R and still be untenable on is thus necessary to introduce further conditions of the type {xr -xs)2 + (yrys )2 + (zr -zs)2 + 2(xr -xs) {yr -ys) cos y + etc.
where lrs is the distance between the atoms r and s and is assumed to be known on chemical grounds. Now although the conditions (2-2) may be needed to establish a unique structure of the correct chemical configuration, they must be removed for the final refinement, since it is often the object of this to determine the bonds-or more correctly the configuration constants-lrs.
I t is thus evident th at at least three methods of approach are needed:
(1) To apply when the atomic positions are approximately known.
(2) To apply when the configuration of the molecule is known in detail but not its position in the unit cell.
(3) To apply when the general molecular shape is known but none of its details. In the present paper it is proposed to show how the method of ' steepest descents ' offers a solution to each of these problems, and to develop the detailed procedures from the basic assumptions of the method. Besides this it will be shown how the Southwell relaxation ' technique and the ' least squares ' refinement form variations on the general theme. It is intended, in a further paper, to examine the question of relative accuracy and of convergence.
Prior to giving an account of the methods, however, it is proposed to explain the method of 'steepest descents' which forms the basis of the treatment.
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3. The method of st e e pe st descents
For the purpose of illustration, consider a set of quantities defined by the equations " , Fc{h, k, l) = }Jf(x and suppose that, given another set of quantities M ),itis required to determine <*'*) S° tha* ' he qUanti'y * 2 = 2 (F I -P I ? (3'2) hfJCfl is a minimum. Now using (3-1) and (3-2) it follows that
where ^ is a function determinable when the form of \jj is known. In the two-dimensional case given above it is possible to draw a contour map of as a function of ( x, y) , and it will appear as a se figure 1. If any point P0(x,y) be chosen at random the value of P 2will different from its minimum value. I t is required to define a procedure which will enable the point at which P 2is a minimum to be located. A method of achieving this is as follows. Starting at P0 determine the direction of greatest slope of the function <j>{pc,y) and proceed down it until P 2 ceases to decrease; this gives the point Pv The procedure is then repeated at P1 to give P P2 to give P3. The process obviously converges to the minimum of P 2.
An alternative method, which gives good results in the early stages of the process, is the following. From P0 the direction of steepest descent is followed until it reaches the plane P 2 = b-The co-ordinates of the point P[ so defined are taken as the origin for the next refinement. This is shown in section in figure 2. The defect of the method lies in the fact th at if P^ is near to the minimum Px (as at Q0), the intersection p to a very large extent so th at the value of P 2 at Qx is in fact greater than th at at Q0.
The seriousness of this situation becomes ap p aren t when a region of th e ty p e shown in figure 3 is considered. In this case th e overshooting greatly increases th e num ber of refinements which have to be made. Since, however, th e la tte r m ethod is m uch the sim plest to apply, it has been found useful in th e in itial stages of a refinem ent and will be described.
Analytical treatment
To avoid duplication of cumbersome equations th e n o tatio n x r.i = Xr ® -0» 0 ' = 2)>/ = zr (j = 3) J will be used. Now if the relation
obtains, the generalized direction cosines of th e norm al to th e surface = const, in th e S N -dimensional space-defined by th e co-ordinates are given by 1,2,3) and th e H ere R 2 is the value of R2 a t the point {xrj + erj) {r erj and en are considered to be small.
The three expansions lead to rath er different results; (4*5) gives th e Southwell 'relaxation' technique, (4*6) th e 'least squares' refinement, and (4*7) th e 'steepest descent' methods.
The relaxation method
In equation (4*5) it is assumed th a t only one param eter (xrj) is being varied a t a tim e. I f the variation of R 2 w ith erj is considered its form will be sim ilar to th a t shown in the graph of figure 2. Supposing the initial point to, be no t too near th e minimum, the point P[ will correspond to a smaller value of R 2 th a n P0, and th e value of erJ required to reach this is obtained by neglecting squares and higher of eri in (4-5), giving e rj qR% d<f>jdxri * (5-1) When P0 is already near to its minimum, however, the derivative in (5-1) is very small and er]-may thus become so large th a t overshooting to a value of R2 larger than initially will occur. In this case a second-order term must be included, and the minimum value of R2 determined. The value of erj required for this is ob the minimization condition Although the above equations (5-1) and (5*2) are very simple and the resulting and limitations of which the chief may be mentioned.
In the first place since the method always descends parallel to one of the axes, this direction tends, with increasing number of parameters, to be perpendicular to the direction of steepest descent. (Actually cos-1 where n -number of parameters.) This may lead, even in the simplest cases, to very slow convergence; consider, for example, the two-dimensional case represented in figure 4. Here it is evident th at a very large number of steps would be required in order to reach the minimum by any axial descent method, whereas one steepest descent from P1 would lead to the major axis of the elliptical contours, and a second along this axis to the minimum.
6. T h e least squares r e f in e m e n t Suppose th at it is required to minimize the value of as given by (4*6). The requirements are simply The application of these relations to (4-6) gives the set of 3 simultaneous equations which would give on solution the values of erj required to minimize These are precisely the normal equations of the least-squares refinement and have been used by Hughes (1941) and by the author in structure determinations.
The method suffers the disadvantage th a t when N is a t all large the labour of solution becomes prohibitive, and in any case, the neglect of higher order terms makes the method only approximate, so th a t several refinements have to be made unless the initial point ( xr j ) is very close to the minimum.
7. T h e method of s t e e p e s t d esc en ts I t is again necessary to describe the two variants envisaged in § 3 (figure 2). The first corresponds to neglecting e\ in (4-7). The value of en required to make = 0 is then given by p
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The individual erj are easily obtained from the equations
by (4-3) and (4*4). The more sophisticated method proceeds to the minimum of the parabola defined by ^2 = f(en) i n (4*7) and gives ,, ,02
or, using the relation 0V dn2
, T l9 0 \2"i 00 / 020 00 00 and rom (7 2) erj -
Equations (7*3) and (7*5) contain the solution of the steepest descent problem in both the simplified and complete forms.
Geometrical considerations
I t is interesting to consider the behaviour of the approximate method of (7-3) in some detail.
The parabolic relation followed by R'2 considered as a function of en is shown in figure 5 . The simplified method is equivalent to following the tangent at P to this parabola until it meets the en axis in A . Now it is easily seen th a t The ordinate of this minimum is
This means th at the value of en, given by the naive method and typified by OA in (8*1), is half the required value, and that, in these circumstances, the value given by this procedure should be doubled. Although, in practice, experimental errors will always make i?2(min.) different from zero, this property can be used in the early stages of the refinement. Another useful property of the tangent method becomes apparent when the point P coincides with an inflexion in the ( R2 , en) curve. In t of (d2<f>ldn2) is zero, so th at the descent-to-a-minimum method cannot be used; the tangent descent method, however, still gives a result. Again, in the case where P is nearer to a maximum ( Ni n figure 5) than to a minimum, the more ge will converge to the maximum value, whereas the simpler method will still converge to the minimum.
These considerations suggest th at the proper procedure is to apply the simple method until it ceases to produce smaller values of J?2, and then to continue the refinement by means of the more sophisticated technique.
9. Application to r e f in e m e n t When the positions of the atoms in a structure are known to a fair accuracy the steepest descent method can be applied, as indicated, to refine the parameters to the optimum set required to minimize i?2.
I t is worth remarking that, although the function was chosen in accord with (3-2), the method will work almost equally well with the function
The only disadvantage is th at the derivatives of may be discontinuous in the region of expansion in a series en, and this could lead to error. I t is found in practice, however, th a t this does not lead to trouble, and since, for centro-symmetric space groups (9-1) is much more readily computed than (3-2), it should be borne in mind for possible application. The sources of difficulty will be indicated later in this section.
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In general,
where
where tan a = 2 / r sin #r/ 2 / r cos 0r.
(9-5) r r L e m m a . In the following argument the quantities and d a jd x sj will be required, and it is proposed to detail them here. The notation a5 = a,
if j = will be used. Differentiating (9*2) and using (9*4) and (9-5),
Now (9-1) may be written = 0 («s + s').
and, " S1ng (L.1),
(9-8)*
Similarly, differentiating again using (L. 2) and (L. 3),
Since the function | F |i s discontinuous the derivatives may not exist eve equality sign is therefore only conditionally valid.
In practice it is found that the refinement takes place very well using the formulae (9-8) and (9-9), and, in view of their relative simplicity, it is a good plan to minimize R rather than R 2 i n the early stages of a refinement. If R 2 is used the following treatm ent is appropriate: Equations (9-8), (9*9), (9-10) and (9-11) are sufficient, in conjunction with (7*3) or (7*5), to determine the directions and magnitudes of steepest descent in the case of refinement of parameters already known approximately. I t should be noted t h a t o(pjdxsj = dR2ldxsj, d2(f>ldxsj = I t will be seen from the above that, not only are the analytic expressions for the second derivatives rather complicated, but also th a t a large number 1)] have to be calculated. This suggests the extreme desirability of devising a procedure which does not involve them. The simple tangent descent method of (7-3) cannot be said to fill this want directly, but it can be modified to give an excellent practical computing technique.
Suppose th at the value of R (or R2) be calculated a t A (figure 5) and also a t the point PAi having as co-ordinates en = \erj (r = 1.. m atter to interpolate or extrapolate for the true minimum. Thus let R = R0 a t origin,
Then it is easily shown, by elementary co-ordinate geometry, th a t if the curve of descent is assumed to be parabolic the co-ordinates of the minimum are given by emin. = (3^o + -®i ~ 4jSi )/4(^20 + -Ri -2 x en, so th at erjmin. == (3-R0 + R^ -4J?j)/4(^0+ R^ -2_Rj).
Care must be taken th at ascent to a maximum does not occur; this is, however, easily prevented and the following routine has been found 'safe' in practice:
(1) Compute 0R (or 0R l or 0R2). (56) If R > qRb ut the erj are reasonably small (< 0*1 A), calculate the value of for corrections \erj.
(66) Interpolate for correct erj using (9-12).
(76) Recalculate R using erj(min.) and repeat from (1) using this set of xrj + er;-(min.).
(5c) If R > 0R but the erj are very large ( > 0-1 A), scale the erj down so th a t th largest is of the order of 0-1 A.
(6 c) Recalculate the value of R for these erj.
(7 c) Calculate R for ^erj.
(8c) Interpolate for erj(min.).
(9c) Recalculate R using erj(min.) and repeat from (1).
D etermination of molecular positions
Although a set of atoms, placed a t random in the unit cell and then varied in position so as to minimize R or R 2, does not, in general, give a structure possible on chemical grounds, it is easy, by assuming the configuration of the molecule, to find the position of this configuration which minimizes R or In this section, the technique of this process will be developed.
I t may be convenient to use the ^N (N -1) configurational equations (2*2) to establish the rigidity of a molecular arrangement, bu t sometimes a better method is the following:
(1) Evaluate co-ordinates of atomic positions in some convenient reference frame.
(2) R otate these co-ordinates through an angle about a line through their origin and having direction numbers (X,y, v) .
(3) Transform the origin to an arbitrary point (x0, y0,z0) in space.
(4) Minimize R or R2 with respect to (x0, yQ , z0), (A is redundant be eliminated.] I t can be shown (Booth 1948) 
A. X). Booth
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In the general, asymmetric case, typified by the definition of (9*2), a change of origin has no effect on the value of F (h ,1 c, l), so th symmetry elements are present, however, this is no longer true. A little consideration of the operations of symmetry shows that, for the cases of reflexion and glide planes, and of centres and twofold axes, the effect on (9*2) is to make and all x0r terms contain x0 with & positive sign, whilst all 2Qr terms have it similarly negative. The same applies to y0 and z0, but with possible differences in the terms included in the summations for A m and B m. Different considerations apply when three-, four-or sixfold symmetry elements are present, but the treatm ent now to be given for the more elementary case will make the method of attack in these cases clear.
It may be worth while, at some future date, tabulating the particular results for each of the 230 space groups.
It is required to obtain the values of 
A. B . B o o th
The second derivatives with respect to angles are obtained from (10*8) The direction and magnitude of the steepest descent are now obtained by the straightforward application of either (7*3) or (7-5).
I t may be argued th at the complexity of the expressions, given above, is such th a t computation is not practicable. This is not true; an examination shows th a t many of the component parts are identical, and this, taken in conjunction with the fact th a t the solution converges to its final value in 3-4 iterations, makes the total time required for a determination less than th a t taken for a single complete set of threedimensional Fourier sections.
In the case of solution by an electronic computer, the whole process is very simple, and the machine will continue refinement until a solution of preassigned accuracy is reached.
A particular advantage of the method lies in the fact th at the 3 atomic co-ordinates (xr, yr, zr) do not have to be adjusted during the refinemen corrections being to the six quantities (#0, y0, z0) , A, y).
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T h e m e t h o d o f c o n f ig u r a t io n a l e q u a t io n s
Should it be desired to make direct use of the configurational equations I t is not necessary to include all cst in the summation over (5, t), but only those sufficient to define uniquely the molecular configuration. Thus, for a rigid molecule, any three non-collinear atoms might be chosen as 'standards', and the position of any other atom defined by its distances from these three. The summation would then be written
where est represents either | cst \ or c% according as C or C\ is to be minimized. The partial derivatives required for the steepest descents process can now be written down: where the prime (') indicates th at the term for = is to be omitted, and, for example, The choice of the weighting factors As{ is somewhat complicated. I f the con figuration of the structure is fairly certain it will be best to make all the Ast equal to some fixed positive number A whose magnitude is varied as the determination proceeds. Thus at the start, A will be made sufficiently large to ensure th a t the configurational equations exert a predominating effect on the minimization, whereas towards the end of the refinement, when the unique solution is well established, it will be reduced to zero so th a t the individual details of bonding will be obtained.
Although the treatm ent of this section appears to be formally simpler than th a t of § 10, the application is more laborious. This is because all the corrections for all the atoms have to be calculated at each stage, and the summations in (7-3) and (7-5) become very long. In addition, the choice of an initial value for A is critical, since too small a value may lead to a configuration radically a t variance with th a t postulated, whereas too large a value may cause the refinement to be protracted.
In the case of a molecule consisting of several rigid parts connected together in a non-rigid manner (e.g. with free rotation about some bond), an exactly similar treatment can be given. All th at is required is the breaking up of the left-hand side of (11-4) into parts relating to each molecular segment, together with suitable connexions expressing the relation of one part to the next.
In the case of fairly large molecules (c. 100 atoms other than hydrogen) few cases will arise when the structure can be considered rigid, so that the method of § 10 cannot be used directly. Almost all molecules will, however, contain groupings which are rigid, in the mechanical sense, and in these cases a slight modification o f §10 enables an analysis to be made. All that has to be done is to define the position of each group o f atoms by co ordinates and angles, and then to examine the whole system by the methods of § §10 and 11. The connexity of the various groups is introduced by the following procedure. Suppose atom 1 of group g is connected to atom r of group O, then the co-ordinates (x0, y0, Zq) for the group g are simply taken as (xr, yr, zr)-i.e. as the co-ordinates o f the rth atom of group O. The analysis follows closely that of § § 10 and 11 and will not be reproduced here.
In the case of mega-molecular substances none of the above special methods will be directly applicable owing to the lack of knowledge of either atomic positions or configurations. The general method of steepest descents is, however, still applicable when any details whatsoever regarding the general shape of the molecule are available.
Suppose that considerations of molecular weight, space group, and packing lead to the supposition that a particular mega-molecule has a certain density distribution in space. It will now be shown how this distribution can be refined so as to minimize Rz even although no detailed atomic positions are known.
Let p(x, y, z) be the density distribution assumed normalized, so that where V is the volume of the whole unit cell and £ Nr represents the total number of Now if a certain density distribution is postulated, the only method of defining it when at all complex is to give its values at points on a three-dimensional lattice. In this case (13*1) and (13*2) can be replaced by The minimization problem is exactly the same as th a t of (7) with the exception that the variables are now the p{p). Thus (7-5) becomes €p d*(f> dp(P) dpi*) dP(t) ' (13-6) where ep is now the correction to p(p). Now any variation in one of the p(p) must be such th one of the p(p), say p{p0), is a dependent variable and consequently
The investigation of the derivatives of < $ > in the cases of R and R2 follows closely that of § 9, and it is seen th at
The preliminary forms of (9-10) and (9*11) are still the same and it is seen th a t for both R and R2 the derivatives
and dp(p) dp(t) are required; they are at once obtained from (13-5) and (13*7) 81^1 dp(p)
Thus (13-6), (13-8), (13-9), (9-10), (9-11), (13-10) and (13-11) contain the solution of the minimization problem for the case in which the molecular shape is given as a density distribution at lattice points.
This variant of the method of £ steepest descents ' is particularly easy to apply, since all the trigonometric functions, being defined a t points on a predetermined lattice, are invariant throughout a set of refinements.
There is one disadvantage of the lattice-point procedure. To define adequately a large molecule a reasonable fineness of mesh is required; now even a coarse net of 10 points per cell edge involves 103 lattice points, and an increase to 100 divisions increases this number to 106. Even the latter mesh is rather coarse for the examina tion of biomolecular substances, and the work of computation is of an order which would be straining the resources even of an electronic computer. The situation is not, however, quite as gloomy as might first appear; the treatm ent given applies to a tri-clinic asymmetric space group and, as symmetry elements are introduced, the proportion of the unit cell which must be examined decreases, consequently in any real example not more than 2-5 x 105 points are likely to be required, and this number is more reasonable for the types of computer a t present under construction. A considerable advantage of the steepest descent technique over the standard Fourier methods lies in the fact th at experimental data can be used in weighted form. Thus, if certain planes are suspected to suffer appreciable extinction they can be assigned low weights in the calculation. The quantity to be minimized, when weights are included, is simply The question of a systematic choice of the weights, w (h, k, l) , is more speculative. Work on simple structures (Booth 1946 c) appears to show th at the probable experi mental error in any F0 (h, k, l) is independent of the magnitude of th a t F0 (h, k, l) . This would suggest th at the assumption
P hase in d e
is appropriate. Much more extensive investigation is needed, however, before a definite assertion can be made, especially in the case of macro-molecular crystals. 1 6
T h e scattering factors
It has been suggested by Hughes (1941) , in connexion with the least squares refinement, th at a lack of knowledge of the absolute values of | Fohs | and the un certainty of the values o f/-the atomic scattering factors-might make a minimiza tion based on R or R2 unsatisfactory. The steepest descents technique d suffer this disadvantage.
In the case of non-absolute | Foha | values it suffices to assume | Fabs | = [ Fobs | m (7-3), (7-5) and (9-7).
Ki s then varied in exactly the same manne For atomic scattering factors the same sort of process applies thus, by assuming that the true factor for the rth atom is given by L=fre-B< (16'3) where p is the reciprocal spacing of the plane ( , k, l) , B r is a constant for atom and f ris the tabular scattering factor. I t is quite simple to minimize R'or not only with respect to the atomic parameters, but also with respect to the B r.
In most cases it will be sufficient to take a common value B for B r to cover all the atoms, so that the only change in the previous treatm ent is the inclusion of a cor rection eB and of terms (dfijdB), (3 2^/3I?2)an d {d2(f)jdBdxri) in (7*3) and (7-5). Fcnow becomes Fce>~BPz, and the new derivatives required for (9*8), (9*9), (9-10) and (9 are simply ■ p2e~ (16-4) 3 |^cl
S^
= Pt e-BF \Fc \, The treatm ent for ipore general constants B r is similar and will not be given here.
STERIC FACTORS
A question which has often been posed is th at of determining a given structure using only the X-ray intensities and the known fact th a t there is a certain minimum distance of approach of atoms. Although this type of data can be twisted into a form to which the method of configurational equations of § 11 may be applied, a somewhat simpler procedure is available which possesses the added advantage enabling the idea of one atom being between % and a2 A (a2 > cq) from another to be used.
The general scheme is to add to the function R2 (or R o rO and 0 2) another function which becomes large (or even infinite) at the two limits and has a minimum between.
A convenient function for this purpose is s= lj{dl-d2){d2-df) , where du is the upper limit of separation, d is the actual separation, and dt is the least possible separation. Figure 7 gives a rough illustration of the form of s.
To make use of the technique, instead of minimizing R or R 2, the functions The refinement of atomic 
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The corrections eri are still given by (7-3) or (7-5), where the substitutions d ± _ d S ua y 82s (2) o (2) o (2)» 0^ 0xrj-' dxrjdxr'y are made.
